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GRADE 10A: Physics 5 

Light and optics 

About this unit 
This unit is the fifth of seven units on physics for 
Grade 10 advanced.  

The unit is designed to guide your planning and 
teaching of physics lessons. It provides a link 
between the standards for science and your 
lesson plans. 

The teaching and learning activities should help 
you to plan the content and pace of lessons. 
Adapt the ideas to meet your students’ needs. 
For extension or consolidation activities, look at 
the scheme of work for Grade 11A and Grade 8. 

You can also supplement the activities with 
appropriate tasks and exercises from your 
school’s textbooks and other resources. 

Introduce the unit to students by summarising 
what they will learn and how this builds on earlier 
work. Review the unit at the end, drawing out the 
main learning points, links to other work and real 
world applications. 

Previous learning 
To meet the expectations of this unit, students should already know that light 
travels in straight lines and be able to draw and interpret diagrams showing 
reflection, refraction and dispersion of light. They should be able to describe 
how light is reflected at a surface and understand the difference between 
reflection by rough and smooth surfaces, know the characteristics of an 
image formed in a plane mirror, and describe everyday applications of 
reflection. They should be able to describe how light is refracted at a plane 
surface and describe everyday applications of refraction, and demonstrate 
how white light can be split into coloured light by refraction and explain 
examples of dispersion in everyday life. 
 

Expectations 
By the end of the unit, most students know that light travels in straight 
lines and how it is reflected and refracted; they are aware of some of the 
applications of these properties. They understand dispersion and recognise 
some of its natural consequences, and know how the eye receives and 
focuses light. 

Students who progress further know how curved mirrors form an image. 
They understand refraction in terms of a change in the velocity of light and 
can explain total internal reflection. They understand the concept of focal 
length, can show how images are formed by converging and diverging 
lenses and know how long and short sight can be corrected. 
 

Resources 
The main resources needed for this unit are: 
• a variety of curved reflectors 
• ray boxes 
• a variety of converging and diverging lenses, both spherical and 

cylindrical 
• model eye made from large round flask and converging lenses with three 

different focal lengths 
• large model or poster showing the structure of the eye 
• camera and other optical instruments that can be dismantled 
 

Key vocabulary and technical terms 
Students should understand, use and spell correctly: 
• normal (ray), angle of incidence, angle of reflection, image, convex, 

concave, converge, diverge, tangent, focus 
• refraction, refractive index, angle of refraction, critical angle, total internal 

reflection, dispersion 
• lens, converging lens, diverging lens, inverted, diminished, magnified, real 

image, virtual image, focal length 
• for more advanced students: principal axis, principal focus, linear 

magnification 

UNIT 10AP.5 
8 hours 
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Standards for the unit 

8 hours 
 SUPPORTING STANDARDS  CORE STANDARDS 

Grade 10 standards 
 EXTENSION STANDARDS 

8.18.1 Know that light travels in straight 
lines ... 

10A.29.1 Know that light travels in straight lines and can be reflected by plane 
surfaces, and explain how images are formed in plane mirrors. Explain 
common applications of this phenomenon. 

11A.29.1 Know what happens to waves when 
they are reflected and refracted; 
explain diffraction, superposition and 
constructive and destructive 
interference in terms of wave motion. 

 10A.29.2 Know that light is refracted as it passes from one medium to another. 
Explain the geometry of refraction, calculate the refractive index of a 
medium and interpret it in terms of change in the velocity of light. 

11A.29.2 Explain refraction of light and water 
waves in terms of waves, know that 
the velocity of waves changes during 
refraction and relate this to refractive 
index. 

8.18.3 Represent a ray of light by a line in 
diagrams showing reflection, 
refraction and dispersion of light.  

10A.29.3 Show how images are formed by converging and diverging lenses and 
understand the concept of focal length. Explain common applications of 
these phenomena. 

 

8.18.4 Describe how light is reflected at a 
surface and understand the 
difference between reflection by 
rough and smooth surfaces. Know 
the characteristics of an image 
formed in a plane mirror. Describe 
everyday applications of reflection. 

10A.29.4 Know and explain some common uses of curved mirrors.  

8.18.5 Describe how light is refracted at a 
plane surface and describe everyday 
applications of refraction. 

10A.29.5 Explain total internal reflection and its application in fibre optics.  

10A.29.6 Show and explain the dispersion of light.  8.18.6 Demonstrate how white light can be 
split into coloured light by refraction 
and explain examples of dispersion 
in everyday life (e.g. oil on water, 
rainbows). 

10A.29.7 Explain, in terms of refraction and dispersion, natural phenomena such as 
rainbows, mirages, the colour of the sky, the colour of sunsets and the 
difference between real and apparent depth of water. 

 

2 hours 

Reflection 
 

3 hours 

Refraction and 
dispersion 
 

3 hours 

Lenses and the 
eye 

 10A.29.8 Know how the eye receives and focuses light and how short and long sight 
can be corrected.  
 

 

Unit 10AP.5 
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Activities 

Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

Plane mirrors 
In order to review their knowledge and understanding from earlier grades, ask students to work 
in small groups to plan and present some demonstrations that show some uses of plane mirrors 
and explain how a plane mirror forms an image.  

To help students with this activity, introduce (or remind students of) the terms incident ray, 
reflected ray and normal. Ensure that students know how the angles of incidence and reflection 
are defined and that they are equal.  

If possible, arrange for students to present their demonstrations to a younger class (e.g. Grade 
8); if this is not possible, then they should present to their own class.  

As a follow-up, discuss with the whole class the nature of the image formed by a plane mirror. 
Introduce and explain the term virtual image. Show how rays reflected from a plane mirror can 
be extrapolated in order to deduce the position and size of the image.  

Allow students to practise drawing, labelling and using ray diagrams for plane mirrors.  

 
Suitable examples for image formation include: 
• use a ray box to show the paths of incident 

and reflected rays; 
• locate the image (e.g. place a small mirror 

upright on the bench, fix an upright pencil a 
few centimetres in front of the mirror, then 
place a second upright pencil behind the 
mirror and adjust its position so that it appears 
to coincide with the image of the first pencil); 

• draw ray diagrams showing the formation of 
an image. 

Uses might include: hair-dressing; periscope; 
kaleidoscope; dentists’ mirrors; interior 
decoration. 

Use this column to note 
your own school’s 
resources, e.g. 
textbooks, worksheets. 

 

Curved mirrors 
Set up a display/circus showing some uses of curved mirrors for reflecting light and other 
radiation. Include pictures as well as actual mirrors. Include some examples of both convex and 
concave reflectors. In the latter category include some that converge a parallel beam to a focus 
(e.g. satellite aerial), and others that produce a parallel beam from a small source 
(e.g. headlamp reflector).  

Tell students to visit each exhibit in turn in pairs. Where possible, they should experiment with 
the relative positions of the reflector and source and explore the effect this has on the reflected 
radiation and on any image produced. If a visible image is produced, students should note 
whether it is inverted, and whether it is bigger or smaller than the original object.  

 
Suitable examples include: 
• car headlamp plus reflector; 
• car wing mirror; 
• shaving/make-up mirror; 
• satellite TV aerial; 
• radio telescope; 
• solar furnace; 
• reflecting optical telescope. 

 

 

2 hours 

Reflection 
Know that light travels in 
straight lines and can be 
reflected by plane surfaces, 
and explain how images are 
formed in plane mirrors. 
Explain common applications 
of this phenomenon. 

Know and explain some 
common uses of curved 
mirrors. 

 

Then ask students to work in pairs using ray boxes to explore reflection at curved surfaces. Ask 
them to draw ray diagrams to record their observations. Include both circular and parabolic 
reflectors. To help students describe their results, introduce the terms convex, concave, 
converge and diverge.  

Show more advanced students how a curved reflector forms an image. With the aid of a large 
diagram on the board or OHP, show students how to draw a tangent to a curved surface and 
then treat the tangent as a plane mirror to deduce the direction of a reflected ray. Introduce the 
term focus for a concave parabolic reflector and establish that an incoming parallel beam 
converges at the focus, and a point source at the focus gives rise to a parallel beam. Introduce 
and explain the term real image and establish that such an image can be produced by a 
concave reflector. Show how ray diagrams can be used to deduce the position, size and nature 
of real and virtual images formed by convex and concave reflectors.  

Ask students to draw several examples of ray diagrams showing reflection at curved surfaces.  

Enquiry skills 10A.4.1, 10A.4.2  

Unit 10AP.5 
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

Refraction 
Remind students of their work on refraction in earlier grades by using a ray box to demonstrate 
the refraction of a light ray by a glass block. Introduce and define the term angle of refraction.  

With the aid of large clear diagrams on the board or OHP, explain refraction as a consequence 
of a change in the speed of light. Define refractive index in terms of a ratio of speeds. Relate the 
change of speed to the angles of incidence and refraction and hence explain the geometry of 
refraction and introduce Snell’s law.  

Ask students to work in pairs to determine refractive index using a glass block and a ray box. 
Tell them to draw ray diagrams to record their measurements.  

 

Mathematics: A knowledge of the trigonometry 
of right-angled triangles is required.  

In order to help explain refractive index and the 
geometry of refraction in terms of a change in 
speed, it might be useful to bring forward some 
work from Grade 11. See Unit 11AP.4.  

 

Set students a challenge: working in small groups, they should devise a method to determine 
the refractive index of water. Discuss their suggestions and ensure that any safety hazards 
(such as water coming into direct contact with electrical equipment) are avoided. Then give 
students access to suitable apparatus to carry out their proposed measurements.  

Provide plenty of examples that allow students to practise drawing labelled ray diagrams 
showing refraction, and examples of calculations using refractive index. 

Safety: Avoid direct contact between water and 
electrical equipment unless suitably insulated.  

Enquiry skills 10A.1.1, 10A.1.3, 10A.1.5, 
10A.3.1, 10A.3.2, 10A.4.1, 10A.4.2 

 

Total internal reflection 
Give each pair of students a semi-circular glass block and a ray box. Demonstrate how to direct 
a single ray through the curved surface towards the centre of curvature so that the angles of 
incidence and refraction at the straight surface are both 0° and the ray emerges with no change 
of direction. Then ask students to use their own apparatus to explore what happens as the 
block is gradually rotated about the centre of curvature. Tell them to draw ray diagrams to 
record their observations.  

Discuss students’ observations with the whole class and establish that: 
• regardless of the angles, some light is always internally reflected at the straight surface; 
• when the angle of incidence at the straight surface exceeds a certain critical value, no light 

emerges and there is total internal reflection; 
• the angles of incidence and reflection at the straight surface are always equal (i.e. the surface 

acts as a plane mirror).  

Ask more advanced students to suggest how critical angle is related to refractive index, then 
use diagrams on the board or OHP to explain the relationship. 

 
Enquiry skill 10A.4.2 

 

 

 

3 hours 

Refraction and dispersion 
Know that light is refracted as 
it passes from one medium to 
another. Explain the 
geometry of refraction, 
calculate the refractive index 
of a medium and interpret it in 
terms of change in the 
velocity of light. 

Explain total internal 
reflection and its application 
in fibre optics. 

Show and explain the 
dispersion of light. 

Explain, in terms of refraction 
and dispersion, natural 
phenomena such as 
rainbows, mirages, the colour 
of the sky, the colour of 
sunsets and the difference 
between real and apparent 
depth of water. 

 

Perform a series of demonstrations to the whole class showing total internal reflection. If time 
allows, set up the demonstrations as a circus and ask students, in pairs, to visit each in turn.  

Suitable demonstrations include the following. 
• Arrange a line of rectangular glass blocks end to end so that a single ray from a ray box 

undergoes several total internal reflections before emerging. 
• Attach a rubber tube to a tap. Hold a torch so that its beam shines along the stream of water 

emerging from the tube. Move the tube so that the stream of water curves and observe that 
the light beam follows the curve.  

• Display a decorative fibre-optic lamp. 
• Use a piece of fibre-optic cable to direct the beam from a torch. 
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 
• Set up a transparent-sided tank containing water to which a few drops of milk have been 

added. Shine a laser beam through the end of the tank so that it is totally internally reflected 
at the water–air interface. (The slightly cloudy water enables the beam to be seen.) 

If time allows, encourage students to use the Internet and library resources to research uses of 
fibre optics in telecommunications, medicine and engineering. Ask each pair of students to 
produce a colourful and informative poster for display in the classroom. They should include 
references to the sources they consulted. 

Safety: When using a laser, ensure that it 
cannot shine into anyone’s eyes.  

 
ICT opportunity: Use of the Internet. 

Enquiry skills 10A.1.6, 10A.1.8 

Prisms 
In a darkened room, demonstrate light passing through a glass prism to form a spectrum 
projected onto a screen. Review students’ work from earlier grades by suitable questioning, and 
hence establish that white light is composed of many colours. Introduce the term dispersion.  

 
Shine a beam of light from a slide projector 
through a narrow slit. Adjust the orientation of 
the prism so as to achieve maximum dispersion. 

 

Ask students, in pairs, to use ray boxes to trace the path of a single ray through a prism and 
observe dispersion. Encourage them to experiment with the prism in various orientations, some 
of which will produce total internal reflection. Then they should aim to make the ray pass 
through without being totally internally reflected. Tell them to draw ray diagrams to record their 
observations and to note the relative amounts of refraction experienced by red and blue light. 

Discuss students’ observations with the whole class. By suitable questioning, establish that blue 
light undergoes a greater speed change on refraction than red light, and hence a greater 
change of direction. 

Enquiry skill 10A.4.2 

Demonstrate a water prism made from a mirror immersed at an angle in a bowl of water. Use 
light from the Sun and adjust the position of the mirror so that the spectrum is projected onto a 
screen or wall.  

As a challenge, ask students to draw a ray diagram for the demonstration. Then discuss their 
suggestions with the whole class before showing on the board or OHP how it can be drawn.  

Provide students with several examples that allow them to practise drawing ray diagrams 
showing refraction and dispersion.  

Safety: Ensure that students do not look at the 
Sun nor at its reflection in a mirror. 

For maximum dispersion, the beam of light 
within the water should meet the mirror at an 
angle of incidence close to 0°.  

Enquiry skills 10A.4.1, 10A.4.2 

 

 

Refraction and dispersion 
Divide the class into small groups and give each a briefing sheet describing one example of 
refraction and/or dispersion. Suitable examples include: 
• the ‘appearing coin’ trick; 
• the ‘bending’ of a stick in water; 
• the difference between real and apparent depth; 
• formation of a mirage; 
• the colour of the sky and sunsets; 
• formation of a rainbow. 

Ask each group to prepare a demonstration, which they should then perform and explain to the 
rest of the class. Allow access to suitable apparatus and encourage students to use 
PowerPoint, OHP slides and posters as visual aids. 

 
Prepare student briefing sheets in advance. 
Some examples are more straightforward than 
others; match the tasks to students’ abilities.  

The mechanism underlying the dispersion that 
causes the sky to appear blue and the setting 
Sun to appear red is not refraction. It is the 
‘Rayleigh scattering’ of light by small dust 
particles and water droplets in the atmosphere: 
blue light is scattered more than red. Though 
not a requirement, it might be helpful to discuss 
this.  

ICT opportunity: Use of PowerPoint. 

Enquiry skills 10A.1.4, 10A.3.4 
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

3 hours 

Lenses and the eye 
Show how images are 
formed by converging and 
diverging lenses and 
understand the concept of 
focal length. Explain common 
applications of these 
phenomena. 

Know how the eye receives 
and focuses light and how 
short and long sight can be 
corrected. 

Lenses and images 
Provide students with a variety of (spherical) converging and diverging lenses. Tell them to take 
each lens in turn and observe the effects of looking through the lens at nearby and distant 
objects, with the lens held close to the eye and at arm’s length. Tell them to explore what 
happens if light from a widow shines through the lens onto a sheet of white paper. Ask them to 
make brief notes to record their observations, using appropriate terms such as real image, 
virtual image, inverted, upright, magnified and diminished. Check that students are using these 
terms correctly and that they know how to use a converging lens to project a real image of a 
distant object onto a screen.  

Then ask students, in pairs, to use ray boxes to explore the passage of light through a variety of 
(cylindrical) converging and diverging lenses. Tell them to draw ray diagrams to record their 
observations.  

Discuss students’ observations with the whole class. By means of suitable questioning and with 
the aid of diagrams on the board or OHP, draw out the connections between the three parts of 
this activity. Establish that a real image is produced when rays from a (point) source meet and 
therefore a diverging lens cannot on its own produce a real image. Discuss the formation of a 
virtual image and establish that a diverging lens on its own produces such an image, as does a 
converging lens when it is close to an object.  

 
Enquiry skills 10A.4.1, 10A.4.2 

 

Focal length 
Introduce the term focal length and explain, with the aid of a large diagram on the board or 
OHP, how it is defined for both a converging and a diverging lens.  

Establish, by means of a diagram and suitable questioning, that when light from a very distant 
object enters a lens, rays from a single point on the object are approximately parallel. Hence 
establish that when a lens forms an image of a distant object, the lens–image distance is close 
to focal length.  

Ask students to work in pairs using ray boxes to produce parallel sets of rays and hence 
determine the focal length of some converging and diverging cylindrical lenses. They should 
also determine the focal length of a spherical converging lens by forming a real image of a 
distant object. Students should note, qualitatively, the relationship between the focal length and 
the curvature of a lens: a highly curved lens has a short focal length.  

 
Enquiry skills 10A.4.1, 10A.4.2 

Though not a requirement, it is helpful to 
introduce the concept of the ‘power’ of a lens 
and establish that a low-power lens has a long 
focal length and vice versa.  

  

 
ICT opportunity: Use of the Internet and Java 
applets.  

Enquiry skill 10A.1.3 

 

 

Objects and images 
Let students download and use Java applets that illustrate how the location, nature and size of an 
image depends on the position of the object and on the focal length of a lens. Tell them to change 
one variable at a time and to make brief notes to record their findings (e.g. ‘as a converging lens is 
brought closer to a distant object, the image moves away from the lens and becomes ...’).  

Use large clear diagrams on the board or OHP to show more advanced students how to construct 
an accurate ray diagram to determine the location, nature and size of an image formed by a lens. 
Introduce and define the terms principal axis, principal focus and linear magnification. Show that 
the linear magnification is equal to the ratio of image distance to object distance.  

Provide more advanced students with several examples that allow them to practise drawing and 
interpreting ray diagrams involving single lenses.  
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

The eye 
With the aid of an anatomical model or large diagram showing the structure of the eye, explain 
to students the function of the various parts and how the eye forms an image. Give students a 
handout containing an unlabelled diagram of the eye and ask them to add labels and notes. 

Encourage students to use the Internet to research some historical theories of vision. Give each 
pair or small group the name of one person whose thinking and/or experimentation contributed 
to our understanding of vision (e.g. Euclid, Galen, A-Kindi, Al-Hazen, Kepler, Bacon). Ask each 
pair or group to produce a single sheet of paper in the form of a CV for their subject (i.e. it 
should state the person’s name, their dates of birth and death, where they lived and worked, 
and a brief summary of their work). Photocopy these and distribute them to the rest of the class. 

 
Prepare student handouts in advance. 
 
 

ICT opportunity: Use of the Internet. 

Enquiry skills 10A.1.8, 10A.2.1, 10A.2.3, 10A.3.4 

 

Refer to the models and diagrams used earlier and explain how the eye lens can be adjusted to 
vary its curvature and hence its focal length. By means of suitable questioning, establish that 
the closer the object, the stronger the lens (i.e. the shorter the focal length) required to produce 
a clear image on the retina.  

Define near point and far point. Then ask students to determine the approximate positions of 
their own individual near and far points. If students wear spectacles or contact lenses, they 
could compare their measurements made with and without these aids. 

Use a model eye made from a large round flask to demonstrate and explain long sight and short 
sight and how they can be corrected using spectacle lenses.  

Ask students to draw labelled ray diagrams to show how long and short sight arise and how the 
conditions can be corrected using spectacle lenses. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The flask should contain coloured water in order 
to show the path of a light beam passing 
through it. Attach three converging lenses, of 
different power, to the side of the flask. One lens 
should be chosen so that it brings a parallel 
beam of light to a focus on the far side of the 
flask (‘normal vision’). One of the other lenses 
should have a shorter focal length (‘short sight’), 
and the other a longer focal length (‘long sight’). 

 

 Optical instruments 

Set up a circus of optical instruments. If possible, some of these should be dismantled so that 
their optical systems are visible while others should be intact and useable. Ask students to 
explore each in turn and make brief notes on their operation and construction. Encourage more 
advanced students to draw ray diagrams for the instruments.  

More advanced students should discuss chromatic aberration and its correction. Shine a broad 
beam of light (e.g. from a slide projector) onto a screen through a large highly curved 
converging lens to show students the effect. By suitable questioning, establish that, as when 
passing through a prism, different colours of light passing through the lens are refracted by 
different amounts and hence experience dispersion. Students might be able to suggest one way 
that chromatic aberration can be reduced: mask the edges of the lens so that only the central 
part is used – light passing through this part undergoes less deviation and hence less 
dispersion than light passing close to the edges. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 
this approach: it is simple but reduces the brightness of the image. Explain the principle of 
achromatic compound lenses and point out examples of instruments, such as binoculars, where 
they are commonly used.  

 

Suitable instruments include: 
• simple camera; 
• SLR camera; 
• binoculars; 
• microscope. 
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

 

Prepare and distribute a briefing sheet that explains how to make an optical system for an 
astronomical telescope and guides students through the following steps: 
• Use a weak (long-focal-length) converging lens to make a real image of a distant object.  
• Project the image onto a translucent screen.  
• Place a strong converging lens to give a magnified view of the image.  
• Remove the translucent screen.  

Ask students to work in pairs to assemble the system as described. 

Ask more advanced students to devise and carry out a measurement of the linear magnification 
of their telescope and to draw a ray diagram showing the formation of the intermediate and final 
images. 
 

Prepare student briefing sheet in advance. 
 
 
For the translucent screen, use tracing paper.  
Enquiry skills 10A.4.1, 10A.4.2 
 
 

Enquiry skill 10A.1.1 
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Assessment 

 Examples of assessment tasks and questions Notes School resources 

Write a short magazine article on curved mirrors. Use diagrams to explain how curved mirrors 
reflect light, and include at least two different examples of curved mirrors in use.  

  

Draw a clear labelled diagram to show the path of a light ray through a rectangular glass block. 
Label the angles of incidence and refraction at each surface.  

  

Write brief definitions of the terms refraction and dispersion suitable for a scientific dictionary. 
Illustrate your definitions with a clear labelled diagram showing how a prism disperses white 
light.  

 
 

Explain what is meant by a real image. Use a converging lens to produce a real image and 
hence estimate the focal length of the lens.  

Provide a spherical converging lens, a means of 
measuring distance and a screen (or sheet of 
white paper).  

 

An object 2 cm high is placed on the principal axis of a converging lens of focal length 20 cm. 
The distance between object and lens is 30 cm. By drawing an accurate ray diagram, find the 
linear magnification of the image and its distance from the lens. State whether the image is 
upright or inverted, and whether it is real or virtual.  

  

Assessment 
Set up activities that allow 
students to demonstrate what 
they have learned in this unit. 
The activities can be provided 
informally or formally during 
and at the end of the unit, or 
for homework. They can be 
selected from the teaching 
activities or can be new 
experiences. Choose tasks 
and questions from the 
examples to incorporate in 
the activities. 

Make a leaflet explaining how long and short sight are caused and how they can be corrected. 
The leaflet should include diagrams. It should be suitable for people visiting an optician, and 
should be made from a single sheet of A4 paper. 
 

  

 

 

Unit 10AP.5 
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